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ABSTRACT
Sentiment classification is a task of classifying documents
according to their overall sentiment inclination. It is very
important and popular in many web applications, such as
credibility analysis of news sites on the Web, recommen-
dation system and mining online discussion. Vector space
model is widely applied on modeling documents in super-
vised sentiment classification, in which the feature presenta-
tion (including features type and weight function) is crucial
for classification accuracy. The traditional feature presen-
tation methods of text categorization do not perform well
in sentiment classification, because the expressing manners
of sentiment are more subtle. We analyze the relationships
of terms with sentiment labels based on information theory,
and propose a method by applying information theoretic
approach on sentiment classification of documents. In this
paper, we adopt mutual information on quantifying the sen-
timent polarities of terms in a document firstly. Then the
terms are weighted in vector space based on both sentiment
scores and contribution to the document. We perform exten-
sive experiments with SVM on the sets of multiple product
reviews, and the experimental results show our approach is
more effective than the traditional ones.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; I.2.7 [Natural Language Process-
ing]: Text Analysis - Sentiment Analysis

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
sentiment classification, feature presentation, information
theory, mutual information
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With the prevailing of Web 2.0 techniques, more and more
users prefer to share their opinions on the Web. These user-
generated and sentiment-rich data are valuable to many ap-
plications like credibility analysis of news sites on the Web
[7], recommendation system [6, 20], business and govern-
ment intelligence [13, 1], etc. At the same time, it brings
urgent need for detecting overall sentiment inclinations of
documents generated by users, which can be treated as a
classification problem. Sentiment analysis includes several
subtasks [12] which have seen a great deal of attention in re-
cent years: (1) Detecting if a given document is subjective or
objective; (2) Identifying if a given subjective document ex-
press a positive opinion or a negative opinion; (3) Determin-
ing the sentiment strength of a given subjective document,
such as strongly negative, weakly negative, neutral, weakly
positive and strongly positive. In this paper we focus on the
second subtask.

For identifying sentiment polarities of words, the senti-
ment lexicon, such as SentiWordNet [2], is an intuitive way
to determine the sentiment polarities of words. The limita-
tions of adopting this approach include: (1) The sentiment
of most words or phrases are topic-dependent or domain-
dependent, it is possible that one and the same word or
phrase appearing in different domains can indicate different
polarities. For example, “simple” is negative in book domain
while being positive in electronics domain. (2) Many words
always have multiple meanings, it is difficult to determine
which one should be chosen in current text without con-
text. Thus, more sophisticated approaches are required for
evaluating the sentiment polarities of words.

Besides the methods based on sentiment lexicons, an in-
fluential work is done by Pang et al. [17], which compared
the the performances of several machine learning methods
with different feature presentations and reported that the
SVM with unigram presence worked best. We treat it as a
baseline since we also pay attention to multiple feature pre-
sentations. In the bag of words framework, the documents
are always converted into vectors based on predefined fea-
tures including feature types (unigram, bigram, etc.) and
feature weighting method (frequency, presence, TF*IDF and
its variants, etc.), which is critical for classification accuracy.
But most of these methods did not take into account the
term’s sentiment orientation when its weight in a document
is evaluated. If this factor is associated with term’s score in
documents, the classification accuracy should be improved,
which is demonstrated in our experiments.

To integrate a term’s sentiment polarity into its weight,



Martineau [10] proposed Delta TF*IDF (∆TF*IDF for brevity),
in which the number of positive (negative) documents with
term t is used to evaluate the term’s sentiment orientation.
For ∆TF*IDF, the weight Vt,d of term t in document d is
evaluated as follow:

Vt,d = Ct,d ∗ log2(Nt/Pt) (1)

where Ct,d is the number of times term t occurs in document
d, Nt is the number of documents with negative label in the
training set with term t, and Pt is the number of documents
with positive label in the training set with term t.
We argue it is not sufficient since the distribution of the

term in documents in the training set are ignored when a
term’s relationship with the positive (negative) label is quan-
tified. For example, there are three documents in total, one
of them is positive and the others negative. Term t occurs
k times (k ≥ 2) in the positive one, and once in only one
of the negative documents. Intuitively, term t is more likely
to express positive sentiment. But its score of ∆TF*IDF is
always zero, and then the contribution of term t will be ig-
nored. Therefore, the weighting methods are required to be
more sophisticated in such cases. In this paper, we present
an improved feature weighting method, in which the mutual
information is applied on quantifying the term’s sentiment
polarity, the term’s frequency in a document describes its
contribution to this document.
This paper makes the following contributions:

1. Applying information theory for the sentiment polarity
classification problem;

2. Proposing an improved feature weighting method, which
quantifies the terms sentiment scores by mutual infor-
mation;

3. Performing a series of experiments on several kinds of
feature presentation methods for sentiment classifica-
tion in multiple product reviews. The results show
the proposed approach is more effective than the tra-
ditional ones.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the related work. Our solution is
presented in detail in Section 3. A series of experiments are
conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution
in Section 4. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Sentiment classification of documents can be treated as a

special text categorization. Many feature weighting meth-
ods were proposed for topic-based text categorization , such
as TF*IDF, information gain [19] and term strength [23],
etc. But more effective methods are required in sentiment
classification because sentiment expressions are more sub-
tle. We outline the related work on sentiment classification
based on identifying the term sentiment polarity or not.
Firstly, most researches on sentiment classification have

focused on training machine learning algorithms to classify
reviews. Pang et al [17] compared eight feature presenta-
tions methods including unigram, bigram, the combination
of unigram and bigram with feature frequency or presence in
review polarity classification implemented by Naive Bayes,
maximum and SVM respectively. And the SVM with infor-
mation of feature presence based on unigram outperformed

the others in their experiments, whose accuracy achieved
82.9%. Two years later they used minimum cut to filter
the object content from their reviews, and then they trained
and tested SVM classifier on their trimmed reviews [16]. On
the basis of unigram and bigram, [11] expanded the features
with frequent word sub-sequences and dependency sub-tree,
which improved the classification performance. The above
work did not focus on the term sentiment polarity, which
started from a statistical perspective entirely.

Secondly, the usage of sentiment lexicons, such as Senti-
WordNet[2], HowNet[4] and WordNet[12], is a straight way
to identifying the sentiment polarity of word [18][22]. The
sentiment scores of words are pre-evaluated which always
range from -1 to 1. To construct such a lexicon, some
propagation strategies have been applied in existing work.
For example, [5] used a set of seed adjectives with clear
sentiment polarity to grow this set by searching their syn-
onym/antonym in WordNet. More recently, Lu et al tried
to construct a context-dependent sentiment lexicon by linear
programming [9]. But the sentiment polarity of a document
is more than just a linear sum of the sentiment scores of
the terms occurring in that document [14]. Thus, we weight
the terms with their sentiment score determined in Senti-
WordNet together with frequency, and treat this weight-
ing method as another baseline in our experiments. Turney
[21] suggested determining the polarity of a word or phrase
by measuring its point-wise mutual information with some
seeds like “excellent” and “poor” in unsupervised sentiment
classification, which encountered the same problem as using
sentiment lexicon essentially on one hand. One the other
hand, the effectiveness of this way depends on an external
corpus which is used to measure the relation between the
terms in text and the seeds. Such requirement limits the
adaptability of this way in some sense.

However, some researches identified the sentiment polarity
of document based on terms polarities without the external
resources. Paltoglou and Thelwall [15] compared multiple
variants of classic TF*IDF schema adapted to sentiment
analysis, and emphasized that expressing sample vectors
with emotional information via supervised methods is help-
ful for predicting sentiment polarity. Moreover, Matineau
and Finin[10] proposed ∆TF*IDF to present document data
for sentiment polarity classification, by which the impor-
tance of discriminative terms can be identified and boosted.
[24] made a comparative study on five feature selection, in-
cluding term selection based on document frequency, infor-
mation gain, mutual information, χ2 test and term strength,
they reported that the χ2 test was the most effective which
was evaluated by the equation (2):

χ2(t, l) =
N × (AlDl − ClBl)

2

(Al + Cl)× (Bl +Dl)× (Al +Bl)× (Cl +Dl)
(2)

where Al is the number of times t and l co-occur, Bl is the
number of times the t occurs without l, Cl is the number of
times l occurs without t, Dl is the number of times neither
l nor t occurs, and N is the total number of documents. In
two-category (such as l1, l2) setting, the value χ2(t, l1) of
term t and label l1 is equal to the χ2(t, l2), because Al1 =
Bl2 , Bl1 = Al2 , Cl1 = Dl2 andDl1 = Cl2 always hold. Thus,
the χ2 test doesn’t work in sentiment polarity classification.

Consequently, a more sophisticated method is acquired
for measuring the sentiment polarity of terms. We enhance



the relevance of terms and polarity labels with mutual in-
formation in this paper, which is verified to be effective for
increasing the classification accuracy in our experiments.

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach consists of two parts: first, we capture the

sentiment tendency of the terms via evaluating their mutual
information with polarity labels; second, the contribution of
terms to a document is determined, which will be combined
with the former to weight the terms in this document.

3.1 Identifying Term’s Sentiment Tendency
Given a training set S = {⟨s1, ls1⟩, . . . , ⟨sn, lsn⟩}, where

si denotes the ith training sample and lsi the polarity label
of si, and a set of testing samples U={u1,. . . ,ur} without
labels. Our task is to predict the polarity labels of all testing
samples. In this subsection, we present how to apply mutual
information to capture a term’s sentiment polarity.
In probability theory and information theory, the mutual

information can capture the difference between the joint dis-
tribution on (X,Y ) and the marginal distributions on X and
Y . Moreover, it is a quantity that measures the mutual de-
pendence of two random variables. Formally, the mutual
information of two discrete values is evaluated as follow:

MI(x, y) = log2
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(3)

where p(x, y) is the joint probability of x and y, p(x) and p(y)
are the marginal probability of x and that of y respectively.
Now we quantify a term’s relationship with each label by

mutual information. Given N labeled samples, A is the
number of times term t and label l co-occur, B is the number
of times term t occurs without label l, C is the number of
samples with label l but not include term t. Thus the mutual
information MI(t, l) of t and l can be evaluated by:

MI(t, l) = log2
p(t, l)

p(t)p(l)
≈ log2

A×N

(A+B)× (A+ C)
(4)

In this paper, we focus on two types of labels, the positive
label lp and the negative label ln. For the example discussed
in Section 1, i.e., term t occurs k times (k ≥ 2) in a positive
document and once in only one of two negative documents.
In this case, MI(t, lp) = log2(3/(k + 1)) and MI(t, ln) =
log2(3/(2(k+ 1))). Term t is more likely to express positive
sentiment, since MI(t, lp) > MI(t, ln) holds.
In general, if term t is positive, the value ofMI(t, lp) is rel-

atively high and MI(t, ln) is relatively low according to the
formula (4). Thus, The sentiment score SMI(t, lp) of term t
on lp can be derived from a linear combination of MI(t, lp)
and MI(t, ln), the SMI(t, ln) is similar to SMI(t, lp):{

SMI(t, lp) = αMI(t, lp) + (1− α)(−MI(t, ln))
SMI(t, ln) = αMI(t, ln) + (1− α)(−MI(t, lp))

(5)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and it is a weighting parameter which
reflects the contributions of MI(t, lp) and MI(t, ln).
To measure the goodness of term t in a global feature

presentation, we integrate SMI(t, lp) and SMI(t, ln) into one
sentimtne score SMI(t) with formula (6):

SMI(t) =

 |SMI(t, lp)| if SMI(t, lp) > SMI(t, ln)
0 if SMI(t, lp) = SMI(t, ln)
−|SMI(t, ln)| if SMI(t, lp) < SMI(t, ln)

(6)

Table 1: The top 15 positive unigrams and negative
ones in reviews on kitchen appliances and books (α =
0.7)

kitchen appliances books
positive negative positive negative
awesome not waste nationalism disappointing
loves defective Trotsky weak
amazing refund masterpiece flat
quiet probe awesome predictable
favorite returned favorites poorly
ease junk investigation repetitive
impressed worst imagination not waste
Lodge not unit explores stupid
collection dangerous rare barely
remember failed Crichton useless
sizes not recommend vivid unrealistic
durable followed illustrated boring
cleans ring copies endless
excellent told Vietnam zero
Dutch candy sons pathetic

If SMI(t, lp) > SMI(t, ln) holds, term t tends to express
positive sentiment in the current domain, the overall senti-
ment score of t, SMI(t), is set to a positive value. On the
contrary, if term t tends to negative sentiment, its SMI(t)
value should be negative. For example, considering the term
t with MI(t, lp) = 5 and MI(t, ln) = 0.2; it means term t is
more inclined to express positive sentiment, then Smi(t) = 5.
Notably, in the case of MI(t, lp) = 0.5 and MI(t, ln) = −10,
term t is more relative to positive label rather than the neg-
ative one according to formula (4), thus Smi(t) = 0.5. But
if MI(t, lp) is equal to MI(t, ln), it means term t has no
contribution for identifying the polarities of documents.

Thinking about another extreme case: term t appears k
times (k ≥ 2) in one positive document without occurring
in the rest positive documents. At the same time, term t
appears once in each negative document. For this case, term
t should tend to negative sentiment. In our solution, the
value of SMI(t, lp) is smaller than that of SMI(t, ln), which
means term t is more relevant to negative label. Thus, our
approach can capture the correct sentiment inclinations of
terms in a corpus.

To make an intuitive understanding, Table 1 shows the
top 15 positive unigrams and negative ones for reviews on
kitchen appliances and books in our real-world dataset re-
spectively. We can observe that most of these terms reflect
correct sentiment inclinations intuitively. Here, the term
“not waste” denotes a tag “not ” is appended to the term
“waste”, which will be described in subsection 4.2. When
someone does not like something, he or she can often say
“Don’t waste your time on ...”. Thus, we should properly
process the negatory words. Some outliers like “Lodge” and
“Trotsky” etc. will be discussed further in subsection 4.3.

3.2 Identifying document’s sentiment Polarity
In this subsection, we present how to apply the sentiment

scores of terms to identify the sentiment polarities of docu-
ments automatically.

To evaluate the contribution of term t to document d,
we combine the frequency of t in d and the sentiment score
SMI(t). Thus the weight V (t, d) for term t in document d is



defined as:

V (t, d) = tft,d × SMI(t) (7)

where the tft,d is the frequency of term t in document d.
Some researches like [17] reported the presence features is

comparable and even better than the frequency feature due
to the sparsity of opinionated words. But our key observa-
tion in pre-experiment is that it depends on the analyzed
domains, and even it achieves the worst performance some-
time. Thus we apply the frequency of terms on capturing
their contribution to the document.
The procedure of sentiment polarity classification using

mutual information is described in algorithm 1. Firstly, for
each term t occurring in samples of the training set, its senti-
ment score SMI value is evaluated with formula (4), (5) and
(6). Secondly, the V (t, si) value of each term t in each train-
ing sample si is determined with formula (7). Let symbol
X = (x1, . . . ,xn) denote the training set using the proposed
approach, where xi is the vector of the ith sample. And the
vector xi’s component xit,si

refers to the V (t, si) of term t
and training sample si. Y = (y1, . . . ,yr) is similar to X,
excepting yj denotes the vector of testing sample. Then, a
classifier C is generated by training on the set X, and C is
used to generate the set L = {l1, . . . , lr} of sentiment polar-
ity labels of testing samples.

Algorithm1 Sentiment Polarity Classification based on MI
Input: the training set S = {⟨s1, ls1⟩, . . . , ⟨sn, lsn⟩},

the testing set U = {u1, . . . , ur}
Output: predicted labels set L = {l1, . . . , lr}
1: L = ∅, S

′
= ∅;

2: for each term t occurring in S do
3: evaluate SMI(t, lp) and SMI(t, ln) according to for-
mula (4) and (5);
4: determine SMI(t) with formula (6);
5: for i=1 to n do
6: generate vector xi for si according to formula (7);

7: S
′
= S

′
∪ {⟨xi,lsi⟩};

8: train the classifier C on S
′
;

9: for i=1 to r do
10: generate vector yi for ui according to formula (7);
11: li = C(yi);
12: L = L ∪ {li};
13: return L;

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setting
To validate the effectiveness and robustness of the pro-

posed approach, a real-world dataset1 reorganized by Blitzer
et al. [3] is prepared for our experiments, which consists of
reviews of books (B for short), DVDs (D), electronics (E)
and kitchen appliances (K) from Amazon2. The reviews
marked with 4 or 5 stars are labeled with a positive label,
and those with 1 or 2 stars are labeled with a negative la-
bel. Each product domain contains 1000 positive and 1000
negative reviews. Five-fold cross validation is applied in our
experiments. All tests used LIBSVM3 with a linear kernel
function, the rest parameters remained the default values.

1http://www.cs.jhu.edu/∼mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
2http://www.amazom.com
3http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/

Table 2: A 2×2 Contingence Table
Doc Number actual positive actual negative

predict positive a b
predict negative c d

We focus on two types of features used commonly in sen-
timent classification: unigram and bigram. For each one,
we compare our approach with other weighting methods in-
cluding frequency, presence and ∆TF*IDF respectively:

1. tf*senti: SentiWordNet 3.0 is used to determine the
sentiment score of a term, the term is weighted by the
product of its frequency and its sentiment score.

2. frequency: The term frequency is regarded as its
weight.

3. presence: Considering whether the term occurs in a
document.

4. delta tfidf : Described in Section 1 (∆TF*IDF).

5. tf*MI (our): Weighting terms with formula (7).

The accuracy is applied on evaluating the effectiveness of
proposed approach in our experiments, which is computed
as follow:

accuracy =
a+ d

a+ b+ c+ d
(8)

where a, b, c and d are described in Table 2.

4.2 Preprocessing
The data set is prepared according to the following steps:

(1) We remove all punctuations but retain the stop words.
(2) All unigrams with length less than 3 are omitted. No
stemming or lemmatizing is used because they are detri-
mental to classification accuracy[8]. (3) Like the work done
in [17], we remove the negatory words from reviews and
append the tag “not ” to the words following the negatory
word in a sentence. For instance, the sentence “It doesn’t
work smoothly.” would be altered to become “It not work
not smoothly.”.

4.3 Results and Discussion
In this subsection, we present the experimental results to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
The first experiment concerns the effect of the sentiment

score SMI presented in subsection 3.1. Recalling the re-
sults in Table 1, almost all of the top 15 sentiment scores
of positive unigrams and negative ones in reviews of books
and kitchen appliances reflect strong sentiment direction cor-
rectly. Now we focus on the analysis of some outliers. The
“Lodge” in column 1 of Table 1 always express the neu-
tral sentiment without context. But the “Lodge” is a fa-
mous manufacture, whose products on kitchen appliances
including Dutch ovens retrain a lot of popular credibility.
There are 10 reviews total on the products of Lodge in our
dataset, and 90 percent of them are positive. That is why
the term “Lodge” builds stronger relationship with positive
label. Seven of the ten reviews on sharpeners are labeled as
positive, and the left three negative. Thus, the term“sharp-
eners”is more closely related to the positive label. The terms
“probe” and “candy” are similar to this case, the former is
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Figure 1: Accuracy comparisons based on unigram

included in 15 negative reviews and 1 positive review, and
the later occurs in 6 negative reviews and in 1 positive re-
view. In our dataset the Dutch ovens received wide praise,
but “ovens” does not occur in table 1 due to “oven” used by
reviewers sometimes and no stemming applied in our exper-
iments. We omit such discussion on DVDs and electronics
domains, which are similar to the cases discussed above.
From the results in Table 1 for book domain, “Trotsky”

and “Crichton” are two writers whose books gained recog-
nition in our dataset. The most reviews on books referring
to the term “Vietnam” are positive (five positive reviews
and only one negative review), the term “sons” is similar to
it. For the term “zero” in books, the negative reviews con-
tain some negative information including“zero information”,
“zero interesting anecdotes”, while“zero” is often regarded as
the neutral one considered in isolation. Thus, our approach
captures term’s sentiment tendency correctly.
The unigram is one of the most commonly used feature

type in text classification. The second experiment concerns
the effectiveness of tf*MI based on unigrams. Figure 1
shows the results of accuracy comparisons on four product
domains. The value of α on unigram for each domain is
shown in Figure 3. Our approach, tf*MI, achieves the best
performance in all product domains. On the one hand, both
delta tfidf and tf*MI outperform the other three weight-
ing methods invariably. On the other hand, tf*MI is better
than delta tfidf in all domains, especially the accuracies
of tf*MI is about 2.5% higher than that of delta tfidf in
D. Thus, both tf*MI and delta tfidf are effective ways
for unigram to sentiment classification and the second half,
log2(Nt/Pt), of formula (1) can also capture the sentiment
polarities of terms effectively, but our approach is more ef-
fective. At the same time, tf*senti performs poorly in total,
because a word often express several meanings. When it is
considered solely, it is difficult to determine its sentiment
polarity in a document. We observe that the feature pres-
ence is not always superior to the feature frequency, that is
true in D and K but false in B and E. Comparatively, it
seems the feature frequency is better than feature presence
based on the average accuracy in all domains.
Figure 2 shows the comparisons on the weighting methods

based on bigram. The value of α on bigram for each domain
is shown in Figure 4. Like the previous experiment on uni-
gram, our approach, tf*MI, achieves the best performance
in all domains, and the accuracy is improved more signifi-
cantly comparing whit the results in Figure 1. It is worth
noting that delta tfidf is worse than the frequency and pres-
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ence in electronics domain for the bigram, the delta tfidf is
not very stable in some sense. Comparatively, our approach
always achieves the best performance in all domains.

Further, we observe that the classification accuracies on
reviews of electronics and kitchen appliances are higher than
those in books and DVDs domains clearly. The sentiment
expressions on books or DVDs are often more subtle than
those of general products. For instance, a review of a book is
written as following:“When I read this book, I can’t conceal
my rage on the leading man, his ugly personality make me
sick.”. The terms “rage”, “ugly” and “sick” always express
intensive negative emotion, while we concern them without
context. But the reviewer is praising this book indeed.

At last we concern the impact of varying the parameter
α based on unigram and bigram respectively. Recalling the
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discussion in Section 3, term t’s score of polarity label l is
linear combination of two parts: t’s mutual information with
l and that with the opposite of l. As shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, when tf*MI achieves the best accuracy, the value
of α always locates at [0.5, 1]. Thus, the relation between
t and l seems to be more importance than that between t
and the opposite of l, that is consistent with our intuitive.
For unigram, the value of α should range from 0.5 to 0.8,
and from 0.8 to 1 for bigram. Notably, whatever is the value
of α set, accuracies of our approach is higher than that of
delta tfidf in almost all cases as long as α ≥ 0.5 holds.

5. CONCLUSION
Sentiment classification has seen a great deal of attention

in recent years, on which the bag of words of framework is
widely applied. In such settings the predefined feature type
and weighting method are crucial to classification accuracy.
In this paper we introduce information theory into the sen-
timent polarity classification, and propose an improved fea-
ture weighting method for sentiment polarity classification
of documents, in which sentiment polarities of terms are
identified correctly, which are expressed as sentiment scores
evaluated based on mutual information. To measure term’s
contribution to a document, its frequency in this document
is integrated into our solution. In a series of experiments,
our approach achieves the best performance in a real-world
dataset including multiple product reviews comparing with
the traditional weighting methods.
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